A great demand of sentiment classification comes with the rapid development of the internet. At present, the methods about sentiment classification based on machine learning have been widely used. The sentiment classification is a more difficult task, which needs more in-depth study than the traditional topic-based classification method [1] . Naïve Bayesian classifier is widely used in text classification. However, it requires two basic assumptions as its prerequisite and the performance would have been poor if these two were dissatisfied. We propose a multi-level naïve Bayes classifier to make up the deficiency of the traditional naïve Bayes classifier. The research below shows that the multi-level naïve Bayes classifier gets better performance than the traditional naïve Bayes classifier on the sentiment classification of movie reviews.
Introduction
Compared to traditional text classification based on topic, text sentiment classification refers to the classification of viewpoint and attitude. That is, classifying the text into positive Category and negative Category. [2] introduced the methods for text sentiment classification based on machine learning, we use the corpus of [2] . In [3] , the authors extracted the subjective sentences from the text, as materials for classification. With the same corpus as [2] , the classification accuracy was significantly improved in [3] Nonetheless, the corpora containing subjective sentences and objective sentences are required. The experiment of [4] shown the sentiment classification got poor performance when the training set and testing set comes from different categories, It is also suggested the need of specific subjective/objective sentences corpus for sentiment classification. [5] proposed a two-level classifier, we benefited from their ideas about multi-level classification.
There are two basic assumptions in the naïve Bayesian classifier. Assumptions 1, feature independent assumption, which means the features are independent with each other, when there are interdependencies between features, this assumption is false. Assumptions 2: every category is generated from one specific mixture model. This assumption, however, is often not satisfied in practice. [6] has improved the classification accuracy of EM algorithms through breaking limitations of the assumption 2. There are two cases when the category and mixture model are not completely corresponding. Case 1: the same category of training set and testing set corresponds with different mixture model, e.g. the training set is about movie reviews and the testing set is about product reviews. In this case, if the classifier trained by the former were used to classify the latter, the classification results would be bad. Case 2: every category of training and testing set is respectively generated by the same two or more mixture models, e.g. both the training and testing set contain movie reviews and product reviews. In this case, the positive and negative categories of comments are generated by different mixture models, the corresponding relations between categories and mixture models cannot be established. A way to get better performance is to train and testing for different category separately in case 2, Above all, the classification accuracy is reduced in both cases.
In the sentiment classification, the distributions of features in reviews with explicit attitudes and those with implicit attitudes are different, thus we introduce an assumption that the reviews with different modes of expression are generated by different mixture model. This paper studies this assumption and puts forward a new multi-level naïve Bayes classifier (MNB) to improve the performance of classification in this assumption.
The article is organized as follows. Section II introducing the theory of naïve Bayes classifier briefly. In Section II describes the multi-level naïve Bayes classifier. Experimental settings and results are commented in Section III .Section IV concludes the paper and indicates the activities for future work.
The naïve Bayes classifier
The basic idea of the naïve Bayes classifier (NB) is to make use of product of the probability of category and the probability of feature to get the probability of category which the text belongs. According to the formula of naïve Bayes, the probability of text D belongs to the category i C is
(1)
The predicting category i C of text D can be expressed as
The object of training phase is to get parameter set θ which can be expressed as
The multi-level naïve Bayes classifier
The introduction of the multi-level naïve Bayes classifier. According to the assumption of the naïve Bayes classifier, the training and testing set are generated by the same mixture model. However, the assumption is usually not satisfied. We try to get better performance through the improvement of naïve Bayes classifier when the categories generated by different mixture models are linearly separable. First we propose the definition of posteriori probability ratio (PPR).
If 1 PPR > , the text is classified as category i C , else, if 1 PPR < , the text is classified as category i C , 1 PPR = is the demarcation point between i C and j C . Then we propose a definition of distinction of orderly posterior probability (DOPP). Definition 3.1 If we map all the possible samples which are generated by two different mixture models to the X axis by their PPR and they could be distinguished in a certain extent, that is to say the two mixture models meet the definition of DOPP. If mixture model A and mixture model B meet DOPP and the absolute value of samples' expected values generated by A are greater than those generated by B, it means mixture model A is outside mixture model B and mixture model B is inside mixture model A. The category demarcation point is taken as original point in this definition.
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Information Technology for Manufacturing Systems III Fig. 1 . An example of the mixture models meet DOPP. Fig. 1 shows an example of 4 Gaussian mixture models meet DOPP. The different mixture models on both sides of the origin are considered as the same one based on the assumption of naïve Bayes classifier; as a result, the outboard mixture model may affect the inboard mixture model in the classification. We try to find a pair of demarcation points of which the outboard individuals are excluded when classifying the individuals generated by the inboard mixture models.
The following definition and algorithm are based on this assumption which is unproven: the naïve Bayes classifier gets better performance when the training and testing set are generated by the same mixture model than those are not. This assumption has been confirmed by experiment in many literatures, e.g. in [4, 7, 8] . Discussion about the demarcation point. Base discussion above, to remove the impact of outboard mixture model by removing the texts outside a specific pair of demarcation points, the new training set should reduce the number of individuals that generated by outboard mixture model (out-individual) as much as possible. At the same time, the number of individuals (co-individual) that generated both by the outboard mixture model and inboard mixture model shouldn't be reduced seriously. Otherwise, the classification of co-individuals will perform worse due to lacking of training. As shown in the Fig. 1 D region. On the other hand, we must consider the balance problem of the new training set inside the specific pair of demarcation points, thus, the two demarcation points are mutually restrained. The two demarcation points are called as 'training demarcation point'.
Due to the absence of the training of outboard mixture model, the new classifier doesn't work well in the testing of classifying the out-individuals. We should reduce the testing of out-individuals to reduce the error. As shown in the Fig. 1 E region. Because the primary purpose is to improve the classification accuracy of whole testing suite, we can't decrease the number of training set that given to the new classifier seriously. A solution is to find a demarcation point in the testing set region that mapped to number axis. The individuals in the inner side of the demarcation point meets requires of ours. The demarcation points are called as 'testing demarcation point'.
The definition of training demarcation point and testing demarcation point are shown as following. 
Step 1. Train the parameter set i θ of D, and record them. Classify D by taking i θ as parameter using Step 1. Take i θ as the parameter set. Use Eq. 2 to classify D and calculate the PPR value of
Step 2. Sort all the texts in D according to their PPR value. Set j increasing from i+1 one by one to find the first parameter set j θ in Step 3. Remove all texts that have been marked. If there is no text left, quit the algorithm. Otherwise all the left texts form a text set left D , let left D D = , 1 i j = + , and return to step 1.
The algorithm proposed in this paper is an approximate algorithm. The error of training set will increase with the iteration which causes the deviation of parameter set i θ . The actual number of iteration is determined by the model.
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Information Technology for Manufacturing Systems III Return to step 1. The time complexity of algorithm 3.3 is high. It can be simplified by the followed method. Divide the training set and testing set region into equal W part according to the PPR value. In step 2.3, make both sides of the demarcation point shrink or expand 1 part which is ( )
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To accelerate the speed of convergence, the parameter µ in Eq. 6 could be adjusted to increase tolerance of poor solution. The algorithm 3.3 turns to be hill-climbing algorithm when p always equal to 0.
The multi-level naïve Bayes classifier in the text sentiment classification
The baseline naïve Bayes classifier. We choose the Polarity Dataset v2.0, which was used by B.Pang as the corpus of the experiment in [2, 3] . We only focus on the features based on unigrams with which the naïve Bayes classifier get the best performance [2] . Polarity Dataset v2.0 contains 1000 positive movie reviews and 1000 negative movie reviews, we set the prior probability of each category to 50%, adopt 3-fold cross-validation and consider the expected value of 10 executions as the result. To get the baseline naïve Bayes classifier, we try different feature extraction methods, different weighting calculation method of the feature and determine whether to stem the features or not.
In Fig. 2 , CHI stands for Chi-Square feature extraction method, ALL stands for full features extraction method (Take any term as feature, including punctuation.); TF stands for adopting term frequency as the weight of feature and IDF stands for adopting term frequency-inverse document frequency as the weight of feature. STEM stands for stemming the features. The left figure in Fig. 2 shows the classifier gets better performance when adopts TF as the weight of feature than that adopts IDF and gets better performance when does not stem the feature. All The experiments in the right figure in Fig. 2 adopts TF as the weight of feature, obviously, the classifiers which adopt CHI feature extraction method and information gain (IG) feature extraction method get better performance than those adopt full (ALL) feature method and document frequency (DF) feature extraction method. The maximum value of the accuracy rate reaches up to 82.3% when the classifier keeps the 1000 highest score features selected by CHI and adopts TF as the weight of feature. In the following experiment we set the NB with CHI as the feature extraction method and TF as the weight of feature as the baseline classifier, which keeps the 1000 highest score features. Simulations of the MNB. The language model is complicated, so we find the approximate demarcation point by algorithm 3.3. Since the high time complexity of algorithm 3.3, experiment in this paper employs the degraded version of it, i.e. the hill-climbing algorithm. Divide the testing and training set into equal 20 parts according to PPR value. The utmost number of demarcation point region is 4. Do 1 time 3-fold cross-validation to get every j AvgAcc value. Quit the algorithm until it is convergent.
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Information Technology for Manufacturing Systems III Fig. 3 . The highest classification accuracy rates of different demarcation regions. Fig. 3 shows the highest classification accuracy rate of different demarcation regions. K=1 is the result of the baseline classifier, whose accuracy rate reaches 82.0%. The accuracy rate of K=2 is the highest: 84.5%. The region set of the training sets is 
. In order to verify this conclusion further, we will calculate the average classification accuracy in any possible scene by using 3-fold cross-validation when K=2, W=20.
In Fig. 4 , the X axis represents the position of training demarcation point, Y axis represents the position of testing demarcation point and Z axis represents the classification accuracy rate. X=0 is the experiment result of the baseline classifier. According to the discussion in 4.2, the case that testing set region is bigger than testing set region is unreasonable, it would be discarded. Fig. 4 . Compare the MNB with the baseline classifier when K=2.
In Fig. 4 , the performance of multi-level Bayes classifier is better than the baseline classifier. When X=7，Y=7, its accuracy gets peak: 84.7% and 2.5 percentage point higher than the baseline classifier's accuracy which is 82.3%. Multi-level Bayes classifier improves the classification accuracy of movie reviews.
The priori knowledge got from the outboard 'direct-style' mixture model disturbs the classification of texts generated by inboard 'tactful type' mixture model can be the explanation in a certain extent. For example, some unigram feature acts totally different roles in different mixture models, but whose value is obviously affected by outboard mixture models.
Conclusion
This paper proposed a definition that multi-level mixture model corresponding to the same category in the classification problem and the mixture models could be distinguished by the orderly posterior probability. According to that definition, we put forward a classifier named multi-level naïve Bayes (MNB) to promote the performance of classification. The MNB's performance is significantly better than the comparative baseline naïve Bayes classifier in the task of movie reviews classification. In [3] , the accuracy of classification on the same corpus reached up to 86.5% by means of the technique of subjective sentence extraction, however, the method this paper introduces promotes the accuracy from different angles and need no subjective/objective sentence training set. In the future, we will consider the fusion of the two methods. This work was supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China (Grand no. 61105103)
